Capitalise on
Commerce
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5 steps to enhance your brand’s
customer experience strategy
Due to Covid-19, businesses and brands are living through the
most significant period of transformation since the industrial
revolution. The latest research suggests that Covid has accelerated
the progress of ecommerce adoption by 4-6 years within a
matter of months (Forbes, 2020). Global lockdown, the need for
convenience and for the first time, personal safety, means emerging
innovation and experimental trends like curb-side commerce and
on-demand delivery platforms, popularised by small businesses
and DTC startups appeared to mainstream overnight.
Fundamental shifts in how we interact with commerce, the brands
we use, and how we acquire those products are being re-shaped
every day, driven by new consumer priorities and demands. Total
online spending in May hit $82.5 billion, up 77% year-over-year
(Forbes, 2020) and the online purchasing trend is expected to be
permanent. This has created an unprecedented field of play for
businesses and the need to adopt design-led and innovative digital
capabilities has accelerated abruptly.
This fast-moving and unpredictable environment has expedited
the growing consumer expectations of being able to buy virtually
anything, anytime both online and instore.

Furthermore, the bridge between brand inspiration and brand
transaction has never been closer as consumers demand
both a simple and seamless purchase process and an exciting
experience that facilitates brand discovery and rewards their
custom. The question isn’t whether to invest in commerce, but
how to differentiate your brand through commerce. These shifts
have become critical to business and brand survival yet the shock
of change has left many companies under-equipped to meet the
demands of ecommerce. Marketing teams are asking, why opt for
a two-step approach to get the tech infrastructure right first, then
think of improving the experience? How do businesses optimise
the opportunity and make the most of this new traffic by converting
them quickly, mitigating potential zero store revenues? Alongside
functionality, brands also need to innovate to create distinctive
experiences and ownable moments at a time when online
marketplaces are flooded with homogenous digital experiences.
Our 2019 Creative Experience: the evolution of CX survey of
1000 CMOs revealed that marketers are turning to creativity to
ensure customer experience differentiation and therefore growth.
Businesses cited the pressing need for solutions at the intersection
of data, creativity and technology that are holistic, highly-crafted,
customer-centric brand moments that provide utility around the
consumer and their specific needs.
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Preparing your business for the
new field of play

You should use this report to learn
how to:

Are there untapped opportunities within your business, because
you don’t have the right tools in place to accelerate, enhance or
optimise your e-business growth?

1. Discover your brand’s untapped potential

In a post-Covid world, Marketers have a considerable task on
their hands: they need a strategy to ensure they capitalise on the
increased and irreversible demand for commerce, whilst leveraging
creativity to ensure memorable and engaging customer experience
differentiation and therefore both short and long-term sales growth.
This report serves as a primer to help your business capitalise on
its potential within ecommerce. You’ll find inspiration, key insights
and five actions that you can use immediately to transform your
brand’s commerce and customer experience strategy to drive
higher returns.

2. Transform your brand to meet the needs of consumers
3. Target your brand’s customers more effectively
4. Strengthen your brand’s end-to-end customer journey
5. Connect your brand’s commerce solutions
This report is authored by the experts at Isobar Global - a market
leader in commerce expertise with a reputation for creative
excellence. We share insights and perspectives as well as the
toolkit to help you action them and shape the next trends.
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1. Discover your
brand’s untapped
potential
First and foremost, the vendor-customer relationship
has evolved and brands and retailers need to
become allies for their customers and help them to
solve their problems.
As an evolution of Isobar’s ‘purpose’ narrative,
brands and retailers who can meet an unmet need or
provide support outside their usual business offering,
particularly through times of crisis, will discover
new ways to connect with customers, build loyalty
and enable moments that endure in their psyche
- who was there for them when they needed it?
The pandemic created the conditions for brands to
leverage their resources for consumer benefit. Ad Age
notes automotive brand Ford replaced its scheduled
campaign to a Corona-responsive campaign which
among other things offered a payment-relief program
as consumers’ financial security hung in the balance.
Business Insider reported that Spectrum provided
two months of free internet to support the surge in
bandwidth for students and families learning and
working from home, and Kleenex tissues used its
synonymy with ‘emotions’ to give away 100,000
three-month subscriptions to meditation app Calm.
Going forward, to become problem-solvers for
their customers, businesses may need to re-tune
into their customer base. Proving any business
can get in on the act, realising that their customers
needed more than take-out meal options American
diner chain Denny’s helped alleviate grocery store
shortages by offering their own grocery order service
by deconstructing their meals into components like
cheese, eggs and bread.

Data, the volume of which will increase as customers
opt for online, becomes a critical indicator of product
service and usage. Data, both first-party and thirdparty, previously leveraged for marketing and
personalisation can become a tool for the prediction
of products and services consumers require in varied
scenarios. For example, most consumers have
increased their consumption of staples like soup
(CNBC, March 2020) and indoor leisurewear (Fox
Business, March 2020) and decreased consumption
of outdoor items like sunblock (NPR, March 2020)
and beach attire (Stackline, March 2020). Foxtrot, a
chain of Chicago-based convenience stores offering
1-hour local delivery uses data from these orders to
constantly inform what it stocks within its local stores
to improve stock efficiency and product provision.
How could your company capitalise on this
knowledge to fine-tune your offerings to serve your
customers what they need, when they need it?
Dentsu are partnering with Nextuple, a data science/
AI-ML based SaaS company with a focus on omnichannel fulfillment and expertise in local fulfillment
orchestration and optimization. Dentsu & Nextuple
offer several fulfillment related customer experiences
e.g. same-day delivery in major global markets,
curbside pickup, buy online pickup in store, ship from
store and more.
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2. Transform your
brand to meet the
needs of consumers
There was a saying in the 1980’s which was ‘anything
with a digital display must also function as a clock’.
The saying in 2020 could be ‘anything that can be
sold online, must be sold online’.
The global physical lockdown meant brands and
retailers were thrust into an online-only existence
whether they were prepared for it or not. Whilst we
were already, gradually moving towards a world of
total commerce (where we don’t ‘go’ shopping as we
are ‘always’ shopping) now the expectation is that
everything from your favourite hamburger, to luxury
watch to first car must be available online and ready
to purchase at any time or risk losing valuable custom
to an equipped competitor. The view of “not being
digital” has become antiquated.
Pre-Covid, 65% sales were mostly offline, 15%
were exclusively offline and only 20% of brands sold
products mostly or exclusively online (Dentsu Aegis
Network, June 2020). Now, evidence suggests 64%
of firms plan to spend more on their own websites
(Bloomreach & Forrester, June 2020) and six out of
ten marketers believe they will need to invest more in
ecommerce in the long term (Dentsu Aegis Network,
June 2020).
Major brands are already committing to ecommerce
solutions. Business Insider recently reported that Zara
plans to double down on ecommerce, investing $1
billion into an online platform over the investing $1
billion into an online platform over the next three years
and expects online sales across the group to account
for 25% of its overall sales by 2022.

Brands that are usually dependent on third party
marketplaces and grocery stores have pivoted
towards owned direct-to-consumer ecommerce
sites, matching convenience but creating more direct
relationships with customers - such as PepsiCo’s
snacks.com and pantryshop.com, platforms which
both launched within a month.
Other major ecommerce transformations during this
time have been the pivot of service-based businesses
to product ones particularly within hospitality you now have the kit to DIY your favourite Patty &
Bun hamburger at home and the rotation of B2B
to B2C brands like cocktail production business
Blacked Lines who switched from selling to bars and
hotels to directly to customers. In both instances,
this diversification was born out of necessity but
has provided valuable beta-testing for viable new
revenue streams post-pandemic. A common pitfall of
businesses transforming into the ecommerce space
is not balancing present needs with future needs,
often cutting corners for “just enough”. This is all the
more challenging when transformation is required
rapidly, which it is the case right now. As a solution
to this Isobar’s Fast Track Commerce powered by
Adobe takes businesses from zero to actionable
solutions in 45 days, solving the immediate problems
of today, while laying the framework for expansion,
development, and long-term wins of tomorrow.
Similarly, whether you’re looking to acquire new
customers, enter the ecommerce space, or add a
new fulfilment experience for customers Quick Start
Commerce powered by Salesforce, allows local and
regional retailers to quickly enhance customers’
shopping experiences.
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3. Target your brand’s
customers more
effectively
Pre-Covid, we were already seeing a paradigm shift
in online shopping with social platforms becoming
centralised destinations for both inspiration and
transactions. During Covid, additional channels
rose to the fore including streaming services, video
calling services, gaming platforms, and even delivery
packaging advertising.

Whilst differentiation remains critical, it’s also
important to continue to adapt content to ensure a
quality and consistent experience across touchpoints.
To help with this specific challenge Isobar and
dentsumcgarrybowen have launched The Content
Symphony to deliver a more nimble, efficient and
effective way for brands to create content at scale.

Previously, these channels might have been
experimental or back-pocket options for many brands
and retailers but have now elevated in critical priority
supplanting traditional channels - out-of-home
disappeared whilst we were locked-down-at-home.
The impact on advertisers cannot be understated
and advertising has had to urgently pivot to these
mediums in order to get to the customers that you
need to get you. 45% of marketers changed their ads
or their content to make them relevant during Covid
(Marketing Week, April 2020).

When launching on novel channels, it’s vital to alert
your customers. As the adage goes, “they built it,
but no one came’’ - your customers can’t utilise your
services if they don’t know those services exist. A
digital strategy should include digital properties and
digital plans to drive users to the new properties.

Key to activation on these channels is content which
has become central to differentiating experience.
Owned websites have become destinations for
valuable resources during the pandemic and creates
an additional traffic-driving opportunity. Toy retailer
Mattel, created the Mattel Playroom, full of free
activities and entertainment for kids and Isobar’s work
for veteran drum maker Zildjian helped people buy
kit by showing other musicians who use it. Having
proven itself as a sales converter by Digital Commerce
360, content-rich livestream shopping has continued
to popularise and in China, the number of merchants
using Alibaba’s Taobao Live marketplace grew 719%
from January to February (Bloomberg, May 2020).

Covid has greatly diversified the role of sales staff.
In a bid to reach customers where they are, in
some instances staff have become sales agents x
influencers on public and private channels. In Sweden,
cult boutique Tres Bien experimented with video
calling platform Zoom to create window-shopping
consultations with sales associates and British retailer
John Lewis have set up styling consultations on
Instagram.
Alongside creative drivers, traffic-driving essentials
like SEO/SEM are all the more valid as you potentially
direct customers to decentralised platforms. In the
wake of Covid, new trends like localisation (Kantar,
2020) have become popular by necessity. Isobar’s
Hyper-Local Facebook targeting solution allows
brands and retailers to easily find consumers,
segment audiences, and launch campaigns to get
your ads in front of those most likely to act.

British restaurant chain Côte, used geo-location
targeted Facebook ads to identify a feasible customer
base for their chilled delivery service Côte at Home
(with the added benefit of lowering carbon footprint).
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4. Strengthen your
brand’s end-to-end
customer journey
Over the last few years, businesses have begun to
finesse their online-offline customer journeys’ with
click-and-collect services and subscription services
being two examples that have permeated widely.
With hospitality areas shuttered and in-store browsing
off-limits due to Covid, restaurants, cafes and
retailers have had to pivot to online ordering systems,
reconfigure store formats, and re-train staff for a
different kind of service. Cue ‘curbside commerce’
whereby customers order and pay online, then pick
up their order ready packaged from a (gloved and
masked) sales assistant.
Before 2020 unleashed a sudden wave of disruption,
curbside pickup was already gaining popularity for an
increasingly mobile society demanding convenience
on the go - think Starbucks ‘order ahead’ service,
shortening waits for time-pressed customers and
Walmart who were offering grocery pick up at 3,200 /
4,700 U.S Stores by close of 2019 (Quartz, May 2020).
Street Insider notes research from Cowen & Company,
reporting that even before Covid hit curbside pickup
was estimated to be a $35 billion market by the end
of 2020 and it’s become a business-saving solution
during the pandemic.
Executionally, curbside relies on the seamless
connection between multiple moving parts from
ordering, fulfillment, inventory management,
ground management, customer marketing and
communication to ensure a watertight end-to-end
brand experience. Fast-fashion chain American
Eagle Outfitters covered all bases connecting online

purchase, with a mobile notification when the order is
ready and an option of picking it up from the store front
or directly to your car. Crystallizing the trend, Google
has helped businesses adopt curbside by adding
“curbside pick” as an attribute to their Google My
Business (GMB) listings (Wordstream, May 2020) and
a curbside pickup badge to local shopping ads. Isobar
developed a Curbside Pickup Manager solution to
help businesses get up and running in weeks, tapping
into partnerships with Adobe, Oracle, and Salesforce
to connect your online commerce operations with a
seamless curbside pickup experience.
As stores graduate to opening to some degree,
businesses will have to manage the staffing, spatial
and infrastructural implications of serving both onthe-ground and curbside customers. Self-service
kiosks such as Ace & Tate’s 24/7 service point
(Frame, December 2018) and Suntory’s Touch-andGo unmanned store concept may ease staffing
pressures and provide greater flexibility regarding pick
up times and returns. German hypermarket Lidl, have
launched a WhatsApp-based chatbot tool in Ireland
for customers to check the best times to shop at their
local store as a means of managing traffic for both
parties (The Grocer, May 2020).
The on-demand phenomenon is now an irreversible
reality as every type of business raced to retain custom
by getting customers what they want, when they
wanted it during lockdown. According to FoodBev,
even the low-basket spend items like confectionery
became door-to-door. Innovation is happening within
the delivery itself as demonstrated

by Isobar’s client KFC which used delivery packaging
as a medium to communicate the brand’s efforts to
reduce the risk of Covid contagion, marking it with
‘Contactless Delivery VI’ and the temperatures of the
service team. Recognising the opportunity in yetunreached customers, the KFC team also developed
an ‘Enterprise’ app for businesses and communities
to unify orders and service communities with limited
access to the outside world. Subscription-based
retention schemes that were already popularising preCovid(look to Harry’s ‘Shave Plan’) are likely to follow
- ReCharge, which provides the payment software
for over 10,000 subscription businesses double-digit
gains and exceeding their Black Friday/Cyber Monday
activity (Forbes, May 2020).
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5. Connect your
brand’s ecommerce
solutions
In closing, the Covid experience has proven the
need for agility (Dentsu Aegis Network, June 2020)
and when considering a robust digital strategy
for a brand, businesses need to be considering
multiple touchpoints from website, social commerce,
streaming channels, dynamic ads, voice and the
role of sales staff particularly when audiences are
dispersed and ambichannel.
Strategies for platforms like Pinterest and TikTok
(The Drum, May 2020) ensure that your brand will
be where the coveted consumers of Generation Z
congregate. Levi’s was one of the first to use TikTok’s
“Shop Now” buttons that allow consumers to make
purchases through links posted to TikTok resulting in
high engagement and increased traffic to its website
(Techcrunch, April 2020).
Whilst creativity is key, custom will be lost if the
experience isn’t technically optimised. One in four
consumers say that they’ve had a negative experience
shopping online, over the past three months (Forbes,
June 2020). Simplicity and reliability are essential something as basic as using one screen for shipping/
billing can impact conversion.
Commerce expert Jon Reily, Global Chief Strategy
Officer, Dentsu said “For every extra click a user has
to make you lose 10% in conversion rate.”
A simple usability review of your checkout process
can reveal gaps you may not have even been aware of
that can be responsible for huge returns.

A Total Commerce approach goes beyond digital
business transformation, and instead recognizes that
commerce has no beginning and no end from the real
to the digital world. In order to be successful in this
new world, brands need solutions from acquisition all
the way to post-purchase loyalty, and everything in
between.
Omnichannel, once a distant North Star goal for many
brands is now table stakes in the world of digital
commerce. With 85% of sales still taking place in
physical stores the goal now is for retailers to make
outstanding experiences that bridge the gap.
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Actions
for brands &
businesses
The world of commerce is increasingly digital and developing
ecommerce strategies that deliver on both creative experiences
and technical optimisation will enable businesses to harness the
raw materials of data and create personalised conversations with
customers that are compelling, profitable and sustainable.

1. Capitalise on commerce

Contact Isobar today to explore the ways your business
can capitalise on commerce to transform your business.

2. Tune in to learn more

Sign up to our Capitalise on Commerce Webinar, where
Jon Reily, SVP, Global Chief Strategy Officer, Dentsu
will share exclusive insights and outline the evolving
trends in ecommerce transformation, specifically to help
enhance businesses and brands’ commerce strategy as
it evolves through Covid-19.
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About the experts

Isobar Resource Finder

Sue McCusker is Isobar’s Global Chief Client Officer. Sue works with major clients in
all areas of digital, from marketing to commerce and consulting to innovation. With
a strong track record in leading agencies and managing some of the world’s largest
brands, Sue is committed to bring the best of the network to solve her client’s
challenges. As a global citizen and having worked on clients spanning FMCG,
Finance, Automotive, Retail, Travel & Leisure, Beauty, and Luxury over the last 20+
years, Sue has built up a deep understanding of client needs across categories
around the world. She is a champion of the evolution required in the ever-changing
digital landscape.

In the interim, explore just some of Isobar’s tools that can support your digital
transformation efforts:

Jon Reily is Isobar’s SVP and Global Head of Commerce Strategy and leads
Dentsu Aegis Network’s Commerce practice as SVP, Global Chief Strategy Officer.
Jon was previously a Senior Leader in Publicis’ Global Omni-channel Commerce
group; Practice Leader of Publicis Sapient’s Connected Retail Experience and
Artificial Intelligence programs; and Amazon’s Head of User Experience, Design,
and eCommerce, Kindle Division. Jon is a world-wide public speaker and source for
international news organisations covering both retail as well as global technology
trends.
Vikalp Tandon is Isobar’s Global Chief Technology Officer and leads Dentsu Aegis
Network’s Commerce practice as Global President. Vikalp has over 20 years of
industry experience in building Customer Experience and Commerce practices
delivering successful business transformation for world’s leading brands. Since
joining Isobar three years ago, Vikalp led the growth of Technology, Commerce and
Data practice and Isobar’s recognition by Forrester and Gartner as a leader in Digital
Marketing and Commerce.

Fast Track Commerce
With Isobar’s Fast Track, in partnership with Adobe, businesses and brands can
digitally transform themselves in weeks instead of months or quarters.
Quick Start Commerce
Whether you’re looking to acquire new customers, enter the ecommerce space,
or add a new fulfillment experience for customers, Isobar, in partnership with
Salesforce, can help you do so efficiently and effectively.
Curbside Pickup Manager
Add Isobar’s Curbside Pickup Manager to your online commerce capability quickly
and efficiently – set up in just weeks.
Content Symphony
Isobar and dentsumcgarrybowen have announced a new global content solution to
deliver a more nimble, efficient, effective way for clients to create content at scale.

For more info please contact Sue.McCusker@isobar.com

